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I. There is a shimmering dawn
There is a shimmering dawn that sunders us,
Distorts our twilight hours,
Our moon lit evensong…

And when we reach pinnacles of early light,
Explode in budding dreams, regenerate reality,
Shall we extend throbbing hands,
To grasp tentacles wrapping round
Green stems of sobbing hope?

There lies a world apart within our fringed flesh,
A sphere of lines invisible,
Blooming, out from our wounds,
Whispering new hopes to earth music again.

II. Come sweet yellow bird
Come sweet yellow bird,
Whistle your plaintive note,
Echo through eboned dark,
Warble your timeless message,
“There is an end to all beginnings!”

III. Down sorrow cloaked streets
Down sorrow cloaked streets,
Graffiti in roses line the walls,
Each thorn lying along the ground,
Like drug pricked psychedelics,
Their lives tossed to drifting winds,
Lost in the currents of living…

Roses will continue to bloom,
Though unbearable stenches lie,
Dying along these silent walls,
Now all is but a hollow infamy,
Graffiti in roses along these walls.

IV. A lament of glass violins
A lament of glass violins,
Silvers with gray notes.

Music is a seashore pounding,
A torrent of water resounding
On rocks of humanity, if you will.
One rock there is still,
Trapped in a whirl of rabid seas.

Below the rumble of darting fish,
Among watery depths incalculably green,
There seaweeds laugh; only the fish think,
They are hungry!

A sun, a diamond in the sky,
The yellow bird warbles a cool note.

V. Like a swan against moonbeams
Like a swan against moonbeams,
Her face radiated loveliness,
A song to being, to the world.
As if to say to everyone,
Here I am, also a creature
Of the one universal.

Her lips, a sweet scented rose,
Eyes, that glistened lakes of passion,
Her neck, lines of regal elegance,
Spelling royalty to a kingdom.

She was the hope of my life,
All I ever needed to face
Destructive time’s obstruction
Yes she was mine,
Until storms of dust stole her away!

VI. Walk with me
Come brother walk with me,
Along other routes and channels,
Smell the pine, touch the leaves.
Smile at the world’s symmetry.
We must laugh with it all!

Listen to secret rills of song,
Mellifluous melodies, blossoms of flower,
Elevate yet mysterious,
The price of a brain is a wonder,
We seek to solve the atoms,
Strung together like pearls,
To make up the human fiber…

Smile at the moon,
Coyotes only speak in howls.
Let us forget the negatives.
Chase away dark clouds.
We are charged with neutrons,
Exploding volcanoes against the night.

VII. Won’t you play?
Little Annie, won’t you play?
Rain, rain, go away,
Follow the yellow bird,
Through the vegetable garden,
By the broccoli and tomatoes,
C’mon Annie show your stuff
C’mon and play with me!

The significance of a game
Is often undervalued…

Along the axis of the worlds,
Along Amazons of stars,
A sort of planetary Milky Way,
Shine diamonds, shine in ice,
Frigid, your gravity magnetizes,
Grasps mind and soul,
Silently we pass into eternity,
Or ever bow to a jury’s verdict!


